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MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE:

Wednesday, September 26, 2018

LOCATION: Orinda Masonic Center, 9 Altarinda Rd., Orinda
(see map on back page)
6:30 – 7:00 p.m.: Social; 7:00 p.m.: Presentation

TIME:

Dr. Arthur Rodgers

SPEAKER:

Seismologist, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore, CA
TOPIC:

“Supercomputer Modeling of Earthquake
Ground Motions 150 Years After the
October 21, 1868 Hayward Fault
Rupture”

The Hayward Fault presents significant earthquake ground motion
hazard to the eastern San Francisco Bay Area. This year marks the
150th anniversary of the last major rupture on the Hayward Fault. The
earthquake of October 21, 1868 is believed to have had a magnitude in
the range 6.4-7.0. Geologic evidence indicates there have been 11 such
earthquakes on the Hayward Fault with average recurrence intervals of
about 150 years. So another large damaging event on the Hayward
Fault in the coming years can be expected. This talk will review what
is known about the 1868 on the Hayward Fault and how we can
estimate the shaking intensities from a similar event. Developments in
numerical methods, computer algorithms, three-dimensional
geologic/seismic earth models along with powerful parallel
supercomputers now enable simulation of earthquake ground motions
with unprecedented resolution and realism. I will describe recent
supercomputer simulations of earthquake shaking for a large event on
the Hayward Fault and what ground motions and damage can be
expected.
Biography
Arthur Rodgers studied Physics at Northeastern University (B.S, 1986)
and the University of Colorado, Boulder (Ph.D, 1993).
He worked as a post-doc at New Mexico State University (1994) and
the University of California Santa Cruz (1994-1996). He joined the
Seismology Group at LLNL as a postdoc in 1997 and was the
Seismology Group Leader 2006-2010.
(continued on last page)
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complete and can be saved and completed in multiple
sessions. They invite you to participate in the online
survey using this link:

7:00 pm

https://www.prometricsurvey.com/se/123C457B2D2B
599601.

Dr. Cristina M. Robins, UC Paleontology Museum
Calaveras Dam Fossils: A Whale of a Tale
November 28, 2018

NCGS Field Trips

7:00 pm

Several additional field trips are being considered for
2019. We will probably hold several 2019 trips on
Mount Diablo, to focus on and coordinate with our 75th
anniversary GSA volume on its geology.

Dr. Stephen Self, University of California –
Berkeley
Anticipating future Volcanic Explosivity Index
(VEI) 7 eruptions and their chilling impacts




California Board for Professional Engineers,
Land Surveyors, and Geologists California
Specific Exam Occupational Analysis Survey

Devil's Slide (November 3; repeat of Nov 2017
trip)
Up to four different field trips to Mount Diablo
and vicinity (2019; in planning stages)

We are always looking for new field trip
opportunities. If you go on or hear about an interesting
field
trip,
please
let
Will
Schweller
(willschweller@yahoo.com) know about it so that we
can evaluate it for a future NCGS trip.

The California Board for Professional Engineers, Land
Surveyors, and Geologists (BPELSG) is undertaking a
comprehensive research project of the professional
geology profession referred to as an Occupational
Analysis. You are invited to participate in an online
survey that will validate the tasks and knowledge that
are important to the work performed by geology
professionals as it applies to the definition of geology
and the authority to practice in California.

We plan a silent auction for the November meeting, as
a fund-raiser for the publication costs for the 75th
anniversary volume on the geology of Mount Diablo.
This will probably involve a wider selection of items,
so think about what you might want to part with! More
information to follow in the October newsletter.

In accordance with §7841 (d) of the Geologist and
Geophysicist Act, the California-Specific Exam is one
of three exams required to obtain the California
Professional Geologist practice authority license. The
California Specific Exam is a SUPPLEMENT to the
National Association of State Boards of Geology
(ASBOG) Fundamentals of Geology (FG) and Practice
of Geology (PG) exams. The California-Specific Exam
is intended to address the areas of geologic practice that
are specific to the State of California, and therefore not
addressed by the ASBOG exams. The CaliforniaSpecific Exam IS NOT intended to duplicate general
geologic practice tasks common to all geologists
nationwide that are covered by the national ASBOG
FG and PG license exams.

Check out our updated NCGS Website at
http://ncgeolsoc.org/. We have posted many older field
trip guidebooks for free download, and we describe the
process for purchasing newer guidebooks. The website
includes a list of upcoming meetings, information on
our scholarship program, a list of useful web links, and
list of NCGS officers.

The results of the study will be used to update the
California-Specific Exam and will also provide
BPELSG with valuable information regarding the work
performed by geology professionals. The Occupational
Analysis is completed every five to seven years and is
the source for determining the content of the licensing
exams. This analysis is an essential step in keeping the
California Specific Exam current and practice-related.

Interesting seminars are presented at 141 McCone Hall
(usually) on Thursdays at 4 pm for most of the academic
year, from late August through early May.
For an updated list of seminars, go to
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars.

BPELSG requests your assistance in completing an
online survey that takes approximately 45 minutes to

Bay Area Geophysical Society

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary
Science Weekly Seminar Series
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This society meets approximately monthly in Pleasant
Hill, but no upcoming meetings are currently listed on
the
website.
For
details
see:
http://bayareageophysicalsociety.org/index.php/events
/list/.

Meeting locations rotate between San Francisco, the
East Bay, and the South Bay. Please check the website
for current details. For information on monthly
meetings as well as this year’s international congress,
go to: http://www.aegweb.org/group/SF.
Join them for the 61st AEG Annual Meeting/13th
IAEG Congress in San Francisco, California on
September 15-23, 2018.

NCGS members are invited our next Board of
Directors meeting, on January 12 at the APTIM
office at 4005 Port Chicago Highway. Board meetings
are generally held at 8:30 am on a Saturday in January,
May, and September, and are open to all NCGS
members. Please contact Greg Bartow if you would like
to attend, at gregbartow@yahoo,com.

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series
The USGS evening public lecture series events are
free and are intended for a general public audience
that may not be familiar with the science being
discussed. Monthly lectures are usually scheduled
for the last Thursday of the month throughout the
year, or often the previous Thursday to accommodate
speakers. The lecture on Thursday September 27th
will be The 150th Anniversary of the Damaging
1868 Hayward Earthquake: Why It Matters and
How We Can Prepare for Its Repeat, by Tom
Brocher, USGS Research Geophysicist. For more
information on the lectures, and for a map of the
location, go to: https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

NCGS Outreach Events
It’s fall again, and the outreach committee has planned
the following outreach events:
Sept. 16-21: Informational Table and the IAEG
Conference at the Embarcadero Hyatt Regency in S.F.
October 21: Math-Science Nucleus Earthquake Fair
in Fremont
October 27: Science Discovery Day at Cal. State East
Bay in Concord.
November 3: Science Discovery Day at A.T.&T. Park
in S.F.
Contact Mark Petrofsky if you are interested in
participating in any of these events:
mpetrof@hotmail.com

Geologists uncover new clues about
largest mass extinction ever
ScienceDaily, August 27, 2018

Bay Area Science

New study could help explain the driving force
behind the largest mass extinction in the history
of earth, known as the End-Permian Extinction.

(http://www.bayareascience.org)
This website provides a free weekly emailed newsletter
of an extensive listing of local science-based activities
(evening lectures, classes, field trips, hikes, etc. –
usually several per week).

Hayward Fault - 150th Anniversary
of Great Quake (1868)

The event, also known as the Great Dying, occurred
around 250 million years ago when a massive volcanic
eruption in what is today the Russian province of
Siberia sent nearly 90 percent of all life right into
extinction. Geologists call this eruption the Siberian
Flood Basalts, and it ran for almost a million years.

The 150th Anniversary of the Great Hayward Fault
Earthquake in 1868 will be on Oct 21, 2018. Numerous
events
and
tours
are
planned,
listed
at
https://msnucleus.org/haywardfault/150_hayward.html.
If you have any questions please contact Joyce
at blueford@msnucleus.org<mailto:blueford@msnucleu
s.org> or call (510) 790-6284.

"The scale of this extinction was so incredible that
scientists have often wondered what made the Siberian
Flood Basalts so much more deadly than other similar
eruptions," said Michael Broadley, a postdoctoral
researcher at the Centre for Petrographic and
Geochemical Research in Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy,
France, and lead author of the paper.

Association of Environmental &
Engineering Geologists,
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter

The work, which was published in Nature Geoscience,
was co-authored by Lawrence (Larry) Taylor, the
former director of the Planetary Geosciences Institute
at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Taylor,
whose prolific career at UT spanned 46 years, passed
away in September 2017 at age 79.
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According to Broadley, "Taylor was instrumental in
supplying samples of mantle xenoliths, rock sections of
the lithosphere [a section of the planet located between
the crust and the mantle] that get captured by the
passing magma and erupted to the surface during the
volcanic explosion. Taylor also provided advice
throughout the study."

A study published in the journal Scientific Reports
provides new evidence that ancient farming practices
led to a rise in the atmospheric emission of the heattrapping gases carbon dioxide and methane -- a rise that
has continued since, unlike the trend at any other time
in Earth's geologic history.
It also shows that without this human influence, by the
start of the Industrial Revolution, the planet would have
likely been headed for another ice age.

Through the analysis of samples, Broadley and his team
tried to determine the composition of the lithosphere.
They found that before the Siberian Flood Basalts took
place, the Siberian lithosphere was heavily loaded with
chlorine, bromine, and iodine, all chemical elements
from the halogen group. However, these elements seem
to have disappeared after the volcanic eruption.

"Had it not been for early agriculture, Earth's climate
would be significantly cooler today," says lead author,
Stephen Vavrus, a senior scientist in the University of
Wisconsin-Madison Center for Climatic Research in
the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies. "The
ancient roots of farming produced enough carbon
dioxide and methane to influence the environment."

"We concluded that the large reservoir of halogens that
was stored in the Siberian lithosphere was sent into the
earth's atmosphere during the volcanic explosion,
effectively destroying the ozone layer at the time and
contributing to the mass extinction," Broadley said.

The findings are based on a sophisticated climate
model that compared our current geologic time period,
called the Holocene, to a similar period 800,000 years
ago. They show the earlier period, called MIS19, was
already 2.3 degrees Fahrenheit (1.3 ⁰C) cooler globally
than the equivalent time in the Holocene, around the
year 1850. This effect would have been more
pronounced in the Arctic, where the model shows
temperatures were 9-to-11 degrees Fahrenheit colder.

Journal Reference: Michael W. Broadley, Peter H.
Barry, Chris J. Ballentine, Lawrence A. Taylor, Ray
Burgess. End-Permian extinction amplified by plumeinduced release of recycled lithospheric volatiles.
Nature Geoscience, 2018; DOI: 10.1038/s41561-0180215-4.

Using climate reconstructions based on ice core data,
the model also showed that while MIS19 and the
Holocene began with similar carbon dioxide and
methane concentrations, MIS19 saw an overall steady
drop in both greenhouse gases while the Holocene
reversed direction 5,000 years ago, hitting peak
concentrations of both gases by 1850. The researchers
deliberately cut the model off at the start of the
Industrial Revolution, when sources of greenhouse gas
emissions became much more numerous.

Ancient farmers spared us from
glaciers but profoundly changed
Earth's climate
ScienceDaily, September 6, 2018

For most of Earth's 4.5-billion-year history, its climate
has largely been determined by a natural phenomenon
known as Milankovitch cycles, periodic changes in the
shape of Earth's orbit around the sun -- which fluctuates
from more circular to more elliptical -- and the way
Earth wobbles and tilts on its axis.
Astronomers can calculate these cycles with precision
and they can also be observed in the geological and
paleoecological records. The cycles influence where
sunlight is distributed on the planet, leading to cold
glacial periods or ice ages as well as warmer
interglacial periods. The last glacial period ended
roughly 12,000 years ago and Earth has since been in
the Holocene, an interglacial period. The Holocene and
MIS19
share
similar
Milankovitch
cycle
characteristics.

Plowing with an ox team (stock image).
Credit: © Photocenter / Fotolia
Millennia ago, ancient farmers cleared land to plant
wheat and maize, potatoes and squash. They flooded
fields to grow rice. They began to raise livestock. And
unknowingly, they may have been fundamentally
altering the climate of Earth.
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All other interglacial periods scientists have studied,
including MIS19, begin with higher levels of carbon
dioxide and methane, which gradually decline over
thousands of years, leading to cooler conditions on
Earth. Ultimately, conditions cool to a point where
glaciation begins.

"People say (our work) sends the wrong message, but
science takes you where it takes you," says Vavrus.
"Things are so far out of whack now, the last 2,000
years have been so outside the natural bounds, we are
so far beyond what is natural."
The reality is, we don't know what happens next. And
glaciers have long served as Earth's predominant
source of freshwater.

Fifteen years ago, study co-author William Ruddiman,
emeritus paleoclimatologist at the University of
Virginia, was studying methane and carbon dioxide
trapped in Antarctic ice going back tens of thousands
of years when he observed something unusual.

"There is pretty good agreement in the community of
climate scientists that we have stopped the next
glaciation for the long, foreseeable future, because
even if we stopped putting carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, what we have now would linger," says
Ruddiman. "The phenomenal fact is, we have maybe
stopped the major cycle of Earth's climate and we are
stuck in a warmer and warmer and warmer
interglacial."

"I noticed that methane concentrations started
decreasing about 10,000 years ago and then reversed
direction 5,000 years ago and I also noted that carbon
dioxide also started decreasing around 10,000 years
ago and then reversed direction about 7,000 years ago,"
says Ruddiman. "It alerted me that there was something
strange about this interglaciation ... the only
explanation I could come up with is early agriculture,
which put greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and
that was the start of it all."

Journal Reference: Stephen J. Vavrus, Feng He, John
E. Kutzbach, William F. Ruddiman, Polychronis C.
Tzedakis. Glacial Inception in Marine Isotope Stage
19: An Orbital Analog for a Natural Holocene
Climate. Scientific Reports, 2018; 8 (1) DOI:
10.1038/s41598-018-28419-5.

Ruddiman named this the Early Anthropogenic
Hypothesis and a number of studies have recently
emerged suggesting its plausibility. They document
widespread deforestation in Europe beginning around
6,000 years ago, the emergence of large farming
settlements in China 7,000 years ago, plus the spread of
rice paddies -- robust sources of methane -- throughout
northeast Asia by 5,000 years ago.

Injection wells can induce
earthquakes miles away from well
Study finds injecting fluid into sedimentary rock
can produce bigger, more distant earthquakes
than injecting into the underlying basement rock

Ruddiman and others have also been working to test the
hypothesis. He has collaborated with Vavrus, an expert
in climate modeling, for many years and their newest
study used the Community Climate System Model 4 to
simulate what would have happened in the Holocene if
not for human agriculture. It offers higher resolution
than climate models the team has used previously and
provides new insights into the physical processes
underlying glaciation.

ScienceDaily, August 30, 2018
A study of earthquakes induced by injecting fluids deep
underground has revealed surprising patterns,
suggesting that current recommendations for hydraulic
fracturing, wastewater disposal, and geothermal wells
may need to be revised.
Researchers at UC Santa Cruz compiled and analyzed
data from around the world for earthquakes clearly
associated with injection wells. They found that a
single injection well can cause earthquakes at distances
more than 6 miles (10 kilometers) from the well. They
also found that, in general, injecting fluids into
sedimentary rock can cause larger, more distant
earthquakes than injecting into the underlying
basement rock.

For instance, in a simulation of MIS19, glaciation
began with strong cooling in the Arctic and subsequent
expansion of sea ice and year-round snow cover. The
model showed this beginning in an area known as the
Canadian archipelago, which includes Baffin Island,
where summer temperatures dropped by more than 5
degrees Fahrenheit.
"This is consistent with geologic evidence," says
Vavrus. Today, the Arctic is warming. But before we
laud ancient farmers for staving off a global chill,
Vavrus and Ruddiman caution that this fundamental
alteration to our global climate cycle is uncharted
territory.

"This is problematic, since the current advice is to
preferentially inject into the sedimentary sequence as a
theoretically safer alternative to the basement rock,"
said Emily Brodsky, professor of Earth and planetary
sciences at UC Santa Cruz.
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Postdoctoral researcher Thomas Goebel said the key
issue is the spatial footprint of induced seismicity
around the injection well. "It's not that the basement
rock is safe, because there is still the possibility of
encountering a fault in the basement rock that can cause
a large earthquake, but the probability is reduced
because the spatial footprint is smaller," he said.

stresses can be transmitted over a large distance, so you
could activate a large basement fault at a distance of 10
kilometers," Goebel said. "That may be what we're
seeing in places like Oklahoma."
Journal Reference: Thomas H. W. Goebel, Emily E.
Brodsky. The spatial footprint of injection wells in a
global compilation of induced earthquake sequences.
Science,
2018;
361
(6405):
899
DOI:
10.1126/science.aat5449.

In a paper published August 31 in Science, Goebel and
Brodsky described two distinct patterns of induced
seismicity, which they associated with different
physical mechanisms acting in basement rock and
sedimentary rock. In the first pattern, associated with
injection into basement rock, earthquakes tend to occur
in a compact cluster around the well, with a steep
decline in earthquakes farther from the well. In the
other pattern, associated with sedimentary rock,
induced earthquakes decline gradually with distance
from the well and occur at much greater distances.

Scientists trace atmospheric rise in
CO2 during deglaciation to deep
Pacific Ocean
ScienceDaily, August 13, 2018
Long before humans started injecting carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere by burning fossil fuels like oil, gas,
and coal, the level of atmospheric CO2 rose
significantly as the Earth came out of its last ice age.
Many scientists have long suspected that the source of
that carbon was from the deep sea.

The physical mechanism by which injection wells
induce earthquakes was thought to be a direct result of
increased fluid pressure in the pores of the rock,
causing faults to slip more easily. This mechanism can
account for the spatial pattern of seismicity seen with
injection into basement rock, Goebel said. But the
pattern seen with injection into sedimentary rock
suggests a different mechanism resulting from efficient
"poroelastic coupling," which controls the ability of the
rock to transmit fluid stresses into the solid rock matrix.

But researchers haven't been able to document just how
the carbon made it out of the ocean and into the
atmosphere. It has remained one of the most important
mysteries of science.
A new study, published today in the journal Nature
Geoscience, provides some of the most compelling
evidence for how it happened -- a "flushing" of the deep
Pacific Ocean caused by the acceleration of water
circulation patterns that begin around Antarctica.

"When you inject water into the ground, it pushes on
the surrounding rock and creates elastic stress in the
rock, which can put pressure on faults at a distance
without putting water into those faults. So if
poroelasticity is dominant, you end up with a larger
footprint because it's loading neighboring faults beyond
the area of increased pore pressure," Brodsky said.

The concern, researchers say, is that it could happen
again, potentially magnifying and accelerating humancaused climate change.

According to Goebel, the crystalline basement rock is
stiffer and has lower porosity than sedimentary rock.
"Therefore, the increase in pore pressure is limited to
isolated pockets around the well, and the coupling of
that with the overall stress field is low," he said.

"The Pacific Ocean is big and you can store a lot of
stuff down there -- it's kind of like Grandma's root
cellar -- stuff accumulates there and sometimes doesn't
get cleaned out," said Alan Mix, an Oregon State
University oceanographer and co-author on the study.
"We've known that CO2 in the atmosphere went up and
down in the past, we know that it was part of big
climate changes, and we thought it came out of the deep
ocean. But it has not been clear how the carbon actually
got out of the ocean to cause the CO2 rise."

Goebel said their findings help explain the extent of
induced seismicity in regions such as Oklahoma where
there are many injection sites in oil and gas fields.
Oklahoma has seen a dramatic surge in earthquakes
since 2010, to the extent that there are now more
earthquakes each year in Oklahoma than in California.
Goebel and Brodsky did not include sites in Oklahoma
in their study, however, because there are so many
injection wells they couldn't isolate the effects of
individual wells.

Lead author Jianghui Du, a doctoral student in
oceanography at Oregon State, said there is a
circulation pattern in the Pacific that begins with water
around Antarctica sinking and moving northward at
great depth a few miles below the surface. It continues
all the way to Alaska, where it rises, turns back

"In Oklahoma, they are injecting into the high-porosity
sedimentary unit above the basement, but these elastic
6

southward, and flows back to Antarctica where it mixes
back up to the sea surface.

The researchers say their findings should be considered
from a policy perspective. "So far the ocean has
absorbed about a third of the total carbon emitted from
fossil fuels," Mix said. "That has helped slow down
warming. The Paris Climate Agreement has set goals
of containing warming to 1.5 to 2 degrees (Celsius) and
we know pretty well how much carbon can be released
to the atmosphere while keeping to that level.

It takes a long time for the water's round trip journey in
the abyss -- almost 1,000 years, Du said. Along with
the rest of the OSU team, Du found that flow slowed
down during glacial maximums but sped up during
deglaciation, as the Earth warmed. This faster flow
flushed the carbon from the deep Pacific Ocean -"cleaning out Grandma's root cellar" -- and brought the
CO2 to the surface near Antarctica. There it was
released into the atmosphere.

"But if the ocean stops absorbing the excess CO2, and
instead releases more from the deep sea, that spells
trouble. Ocean release would subtract from our
remaining emissions budget and that means we're
going to have to get our emissions down a heck of a lot
faster. We need to figure out how much."

"It happened roughly in two steps during the last
deglaciation -- an initial phase from 18,000 to 15,000
years ago, when CO2 rose by about 50 parts per million,
and a second pulse later added another 30 parts per
million," Du said. That total is just a bit less than the
amount CO2 has risen since the industrial revolution.
So the ocean can be a powerful source of carbon.

The authors are from College of Earth, Ocean, and
Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon State, and from
United States Geological Survey. The study was
supported by the National Science Foundation.

Brian Haley, also an Oregon State University
oceanographer and co-author on the study, noted that
carbon is always falling down into the deep ocean. Up
near the surface, plankton grow, but when they die they
sink and decompose. That is a biological pump that is
always sending carbon to the bottom. "The slower the
circulation," Haley said, "the more time the water
spends down there, and carbon can build up."

Journal Reference: Jianghui Du, Brian A. Haley, Alan
C. Mix, Maureen H. Walczak, Summer K. Praetorius.
Flushing of the deep Pacific Ocean and the deglacial
rise of atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Nature
Geoscience, 2018; DOI: 10.1038/s41561-018-0205-6.

Earthquakes can systematically
trigger others on opposite side of
Earth

Du said that during a glacial maximum, the water slows
down and accumulates lots of carbon. "When the Earth
began warming, the water movement sped up by about
a factor of three," he noted, "and that carbon came back
to the surface."

ScienceDaily, August 2, 2018
The findings, published Aug. 2 in Nature Scientific
Reports, are an important step toward improved shortterm earthquake forecasting and risk assessment.

The key to the researchers' discovery is the analysis of
neodymium isotopes in North Pacific sediment cores.
Haley noted that the isotopes are "like a return address
label on a letter from the deep ocean." When the ratio
of isotope 143 to 144 is higher in the sediments, the
water movement during that period was slower. When
water movement speeds up during warming events, the
ratio of neodymium isotopes reflects that too.

Scientists at Oregon State University looked at 44 years
of seismic data and found clear evidence that temblors
of magnitude 6.5 or larger trigger other quakes of
magnitude 5.0 or larger.
It had been thought that aftershocks -- smaller
magnitude quakes that occur in the same region as the
initial quake as the surrounding crust adjusts after the
fault perturbation -- and smaller earthquakes at great
distances -- were the main global effects of very large
earthquakes.

"This finding that the deep circulation sped up is the
smoking gun in this mystery story about how CO2 got
out to the deep sea," Mix said.
What concerns the researchers is that it could happen
again as the climate continues to warm. "We don't
know that the circulation will speed up and bring that
carbon to the surface, but it seems like a reasonable
thing to think about," Du said. "Our evidence that this
actually happened in the past will help the people who
run climate models figure out whether it is a real risk
for the future."

But the OSU analysis of seismic data from 1973
through 2016 -- an analysis that excluded data from
aftershock zones -- using larger time windows than in
previous studies, provided discernible evidence that in
the three days following one large quake, other
earthquakes were more likely to occur.
Each test case in the study represented a single threeday window "injected" with a large-magnitude (6.5 or
7

greater) earthquake suspected of inducing other
quakes, and accompanying each case was a control
group of 5,355 three-day periods that didn't have the
quake injection.

What makes diamonds blue? Boron
from oceanic crustal remnants in
Earth's lower mantle

"The test cases showed a clearly detectable increase
over background rates," said the study's corresponding
author, Robert O'Malley, a researcher in the OSU
College of Agricultural Sciences. "Earthquakes are part
of a cycle of tectonic stress buildup and release. As
fault zones near the end of this seismic cycle, tipping
points may be reached and triggering can occur."

We now know that the finest gem-quality
diamonds come from the farthest down in our
planet
ScienceDaily, August 1, 2018

The higher the magnitude, the more likely a quake is to
trigger another quake. Higher-magnitude quakes,
which have been happening with more frequency in
recent years, also seem to be triggered more often than
lower-magnitude ones.
A tremblor is most likely to induce another quake
within 30 degrees of the original quake's antipode -- the
point directly opposite it on the other side of the globe.
"The understanding of the mechanics of how one
earthquake could initiate another while being widely
separated in distance and time is still largely
speculative," O'Malley said. "But irrespective of the
specific mechanics involved, evidence shows that
triggering does take place, followed by a period of
quiescence and recharge."

A blue, boron-bearing diamond with dark inclusions of
a mineral called ferropericlase, which were examined
as part of this study. This gem weighs 0.03 carats.

Earthquake magnitude is measured on a logarithmic 110 scale -- each whole number represents a 10-fold
increase in measured amplitude, and a 31-fold increase
in released energy.

Credit: Photo by Evan Smith/GIA
Blue diamonds -- like the world-famous Hope
Diamond at the National Museum of Natural History - formed up to four times deeper in the Earth's mantle
than most other diamonds, according to new work
published on the cover of Nature.

The largest recorded earthquake was a 1960 temblor in
Chile that measured 9.5. The 2011 quake that ravaged
the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan measured
9.0.
In 1700, an approximate magnitude 9.0 earthquake hit
the Cascadia Subduction Zone -- a fault that stretches
along the West Coast of North American from British
Columbia to California.

"These so-called type IIb diamonds are tremendously
valuable, making them hard to get access to for
scientific research purposes," explained lead author
Evan Smith of the Gemological Institute of America,
adding, "and it is very rare to find one that contains
inclusions, which are tiny mineral crystals trapped
inside the diamond."

Collaborating with O'Malley were Michael Behrenfeld
of the College of Agricultural Sciences, Debashis
Mondal of the College of Science and Chris Goldfinger
of the College of Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric
Sciences.

Inclusions are remnants of the minerals from the rock
in which the diamond crystallized and can tell scientists
about the conditions under which it formed.

-Original written by Steve Lundeberg-

Type IIb diamonds owe their blue color to the element
boron, an element that is mostly found on the Earth's
surface. But analysis of the trapped mineral grains in
46 blue diamonds examined over two years indicate
that they crystallized in rocks that only exist under the
extreme pressure and temperature conditions of the
Earth's lower mantle.

Journal Reference: Robert T. O’Malley, Debashis
Mondal, Chris Goldfinger, Michael J. Behrenfeld.
Evidence of Systematic Triggering at Teleseismic
Distances Following Large Earthquakes. Scientific
Reports, 2018; 8 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s41598-018-300192.
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The research group -- which included Carnegie's
Steven Shirey, Emma Bullock, and Jianhua Wang -determined that blue diamonds form at least as deep as
the transition zone between the upper and lower mantle
-- or between 410 and 660 kilometers below the
surface. Several of the samples even showed clear
evidence that they came from deeper than 660
kilometers, meaning they originated in the lower
mantle. By contrast, most other gem diamonds come up
from between 150 and 200 kilometers.
So how did the boron get down there if it is an element
known for residing predominantly in the shallow crust?
According to the hypothesis put forth by the research
group, it came from seafloor that was conveyed down
into the Earth's mantle when one tectonic plate slid
beneath another -- a process known as subduction.

This is the location of the Yellowstone's hotspot track.
The triangles indicate general locations of the
Yellowstone and Snake River Plain age-progressive
volcanoes with ages shown in millions of years, plotted
on a topography map of the Western United States.

The new study proposes that boron from the Earth's
surface was incorporated into water-rich minerals like
serpentine, which crystallized during geochemical
reactions between seawater and the rocks of the oceanic
plate. This reaction between rock and water is a process
called serpentinization and can extend deep into the
seafloor, even into the oceanic plate's mantle portion.

Credit: Virginia Tech
The long-dormant Yellowstone super-volcano in the
American West has a different history than previously
thought, according to a new study by a Virginia Tech
geoscientist.

The group's discovery reveals that the water-bearing
minerals travel far deeper into the mantle than
previously thought, which indicates the possibility of a
super-deep hydrological cycle.

Scientists have long thought that Yellowstone Caldera,
part of the Rocky Mountains and located mostly in
Wyoming, is powered by heat from the Earth's core,
similar to most volcanoes such as the recently active
Kilauea volcano in Hawaii. However, new research
published in Nature Geoscience by Ying Zhou, an
associate professor with the Virginia Tech College of
Science's Department of Geosciences, shows a
different past.

"Most previous studies of super-deep diamonds had
been carried out on diamonds of low quality," Shirey
said. "But between our 2016 finding that the world's
biggest and most-valuable colorless diamonds formed
from metallic liquid deep inside Earth's mantle and this
new discovery that blue diamonds also have super-deep
origins, we now know that the finest gem-quality
diamonds come from the farthest down in our planet."

"In this research, there was no evidence of heat coming
directly up from the Earth's core to power the surface
volcano at Yellowstone," Zhou said. "Instead, the
underground images we captured suggest that
Yellowstone volcanoes were produced by a gigantic
ancient oceanic plate that dove under the Western
United States about 30 million years ago. This ancient
oceanic plate broke into pieces, resulting in
perturbations of unusual rocks in the mantle which led
to volcanic eruptions in the past 16 million years."

Journal Reference: Evan M. Smith, Steven B. Shirey,
Stephen H. Richardson, Fabrizio Nestola, Emma S.
Bullock, Jianhua Wang, Wuyi Wang. Blue boronbearing diamonds from Earth’s lower mantle. Nature,
2018; 560 (7716): 84 DOI: 10.1038/s41586-018-03345.

Yellowstone super-volcano eruptions
were produced by gigantic ancient
oceanic plate, study finds

The eruptions were very explosive, Zhou added. A
theoretical seismologist, Zhou created X-ray-like
images of the Earth's deep interior from USArray -part of the Earthscope project funded by the National
Science Foundation -- and discovered an anomalous
underground structure at a depth of about 250 to 400
miles right beneath the line of volcanoes.

ScienceDaily, July 26, 2018

"This evidence was in direct contradiction to the plume
model," Zhou said. In her study, Zhou found the new
9

images of the Earth's deep interior showed that the
oceanic Farallon plate, which used to be where the
Pacific Ocean is now, wedged itself beneath the
present-day Western United States. The ancient
oceanic plate was broken into pieces just like the
seafloor in the Pacific today. A section of the subducted
oceanic plate started tearing off and sinking down to
the deep earth.

Zhou will continue her study of Yellowstone. "The next
step will be to increase the resolution of the X-ray-like
images of the underground rock," she added.
"More detailed images of the unusual rocks in the deep
earth will allow us to use computer simulation to
recreate the fragmentation of the gigantic oceanic plate
and test different scenarios of how rock melting and
magma feeding system work for the Yellowstone
volcanoes."

The sinking section of oceanic plate slowly pushed hot
materials upward to form the volcanoes that now make
up Yellowstone. Further, the series of volcanoes that
make up Yellowstone have been slowly moving,
achingly so, ever since. "The process started at the
Oregon-Idaho border about 16 million years ago and
propagated northeastward, forming a line of volcanoes
that are progressively younger as they stretched
northeast to present-day Wyoming," Zhou added.

Journal Reference: Ying Zhou. Anomalous mantle
transition zone beneath the Yellowstone hotspot track.
Nature Geoscience, 2018; 11 (6): 449 DOI:
10.1038/s41561-018-0126-4.

Oxygen levels on early Earth rose,
fell several times before great
oxidation even

The previously-held plume model was used to explain
the unique Yellowstone hotspot track -- the line of
volcanoes in Oregon, Idaho, and Wyoming. "If the
North American plate was moving slowly over a
position-fixed plume at Yellowstone, it will displace
older volcanoes towards the Oregon-Idaho border and
form a line of volcanoes, but such a deep plume has not
been found." Zhou said. So, what caused the track?
Zhou intends to find out.

ScienceDaily, July 9, 2018

"It has always been a problem there, and scientists have
tried to come up with different ways to explain the
cause of Yellowstone volcanoes, but it has been
unsuccessful," she said, adding that hotspot tracks are
more popular in oceans, such as the Hawaii islands. The
frequent Geyser eruptions at Yellowstone are of course
not volcanic eruptions with magna, but due to superheated water. The last Yellowstone super eruption was
about 630,000 years ago, according to experts. Zhou
has no predictions on when or if Yellowstone could
erupt again.

The Jeerinah Formation in Western Australia, where a
UW-led team found a sudden shift in nitrogen isotopes.
"Nitrogen isotopes tell a story about oxygenation of the
surface ocean, and this oxygenation spans hundreds of
kilometers across a marine basin and lasts for
somewhere less than 50 million years," said lead author
Matt Koehler.

The use of the X-ray-like images for this study is
unique in itself. Just as humans can see objects in a
room when a light is on, Zhou said seismometers can
see structures deep within the earth when an earthquake
occurs. The vibrations spread out and create waves
when they hit rocks. The waves are detected by
seismometers and used in what is known as diffraction
tomography.

Credit: Roger Buick / University of Washington
Earth's oxygen levels rose and fell more than once
hundreds of millions of years before the planetwide
success of the Great Oxidation Event about 2.4 billion
years ago, new research from the University of
Washington shows.

"This is the first time the new imaging theory has been
applied to this type of seismic data, which allowed us
to see anomalous structures in the Earth's mantle that
would otherwise not be resolvable using traditional
methods," Zhou said.

The evidence comes from a new study that indicates a
second and much earlier "whiff" of oxygen in Earth's
distant past -- in the atmosphere and on the surface of a
large stretch of ocean -- showing that the oxygenation
10

of the Earth was a complex process of repeated trying
and failing over a vast stretch of time.

Analyzing successive layers in the rocks years shows,
Buick said, a "stepwise" change in nitrogen isotopes
"and then back again to zero. This can only be
interpreted as meaning that there is oxygen in the
environment. It's really cool -- and it's sudden."

The finding also may have implications in the search
for life beyond Earth. Coming years will bring
powerful new ground- and space-based telescopes able
to analyze the atmospheres of distant planets. This
work could help keep astronomers from unduly ruling
out "false negatives," or inhabited planets that may not
at first appear to be so due to undetectable oxygen
levels.

The nitrogen isotopes reveal the activity of certain
marine microorganisms that use oxygen to form nitrate,
and other microorganisms that use this nitrate for
energy. The data collected from nitrogen isotopes
sample the surface of the ocean, while selenium
suggests oxygen in the air of ancient Earth. Koehler
said the deep ocean was likely anoxic, or without
oxygen, at the time.

"The production and destruction of oxygen in the ocean
and atmosphere over time was a war with no evidence
of a clear winner, until the Great Oxidation Event," said
Matt Koehler, a UW doctoral student in Earth and
space sciences and lead author of a new paper
published the week of July 9 in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.

The team found plentiful selenium in the shallow hole
only, meaning that it came from the nearby land, not
making it to deeper water. Selenium is held in sulfur
minerals on land; higher atmospheric oxygen would
cause more selenium to be leached from the land
through oxidative weathering -- "the rusting of rocks,"
Buick said -- and transported to sea.

"These transient oxygenation events were battles in the
war, when the balance tipped more in favor of
oxygenation."

"That selenium then accumulates in ocean sediments,"
Koehler said. "So when we measure a spike in selenium
abundances in ocean sediments, it could mean there
was a temporary increase in atmospheric oxygen."

In 2007, co-author Roger Buick, UW professor of Earth
and space sciences, was part of an international team of
scientists that found evidence of an episode -- a "whiff"
-- of oxygen some 50 million to 100 million years
before the Great Oxidation Event. This they learned by
drilling deep into sedimentary rock of the Mount
McRae Shale in Western Australia and analyzing the
samples for the trace metals molybdenum and rhenium,
accumulation of which is dependent on oxygen in the
environment.

The finding, Buick and Koehler said, also has relevance
for detecting life on exoplanets, or those beyond the
solar system.
"One of the strongest atmospheric biosignatures is
thought to be oxygen, but this study confirms that
during a planet's transition to becoming permanently
oxygenated, its surface environments may be oxic for
intervals of only a few million years and then slip back
into anoxia," Buick said.

Now, a team led by Koehler has confirmed a second
such appearance of oxygen in Earth's past, this time
roughly 150 million years earlier -- or about 2.66
billion years ago -- and lasting for less than 50 million
years. For this work they used two different proxies for
oxygen -- nitrogen isotopes and the element selenium - substances that, each in its way, also tell of the
presence of oxygen.

"So, if you fail to detect oxygen in a planet's
atmosphere, that doesn't mean that the planet is
uninhabited or even that it lacks photosynthetic life.
Merely that it hasn't built up enough sources of oxygen
to overwhelm the 'sinks' for any longer than a short
interval.

"What we have in this paper is another detection, at
high resolution, of a transient whiff of oxygen," said
Koehler. "Nitrogen isotopes tell a story about
oxygenation of the surface ocean, and this oxygenation
spans hundreds of kilometers across a marine basin and
lasts for somewhere less than 50 million years."

"In other words, lack of oxygen can easily be a 'false
negative' for life." Koehler added: "You could be
looking at a planet and not see any oxygen -- but it
could be teeming with microbial life."
Journal Reference: Matthew C. Koehler, Roger
Buick, Michael A. Kipp, Eva E. Stüeken, Jonathan
Zaloumis. Transient surface ocean oxygenation
recorded in the ∼2.66-Ga Jeerinah Formation,
Australia. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences,
2018;
201720820
DOI:
10.1073/pnas.1720820115.

The team analyzed drill samples taken by Buick in
2012 at another site in the northwestern part of Western
Australia called the Jeerinah Formation.
The researchers drilled two cores about 300 kilometers
apart but through the same sedimentary rocks -- one
core samples sediments deposited in shallower waters,
and the other samples sediments from deeper waters.
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In 2010 he was a Fulbright Scholar to Grenoble,
France. In addition to being a permanent technical staff
member at LLNL, Dr. Rodgers is a Visiting Scientist at
the University of California, Berkeley Seismological
Laboratory and an Affiliate of Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory.
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